Abstract. The notion of weighted Wiener-Hopf operators is introduced. Their relationship with Toeplitz operators acting on the space of holomorphic functions which are square integrable with respect to a given "symmetric" measure is discussed. The groupoid approach is used in order to present a general program for studying the C* -algebra generated by weighted Wiener-Hopf operators associated with a solid cone of a second countable locally compact Hausdorff group. This is applied to the case when the group is the dual of a connected locally compact abelian Lie group and the measure is "well behaved" in order to produce a geometric groupoid which is independent of the representation. The notion of a Reinhardt-tube domain ß appears thus naturally, and a decomposition series of the corresponding C*-algebra is presented in terms of groupoid C* -algebras associated with various parts of the boundary of the domain il.
Introduction
Our purpose in this note is to call attention to an important connection between Toeplitz operators acting on the subspace of square integrable holomorphic functions with respect to a symmetric measure supported on a (symmetric) domain iîçC" and weighted Wiener-Hopf operators on the dual set Q. In the present paper we consider, in particular, two types of symmetric domains: (a) Reinhardt domains (which are domains invariant under the action of the «-torus T" by coordinatewise multiplication), and (b) tube domains (which are domains invariant under the R" translations in the imaginary direction). We also consider (c) Reinhardt-tube domains (which are domains of mixed type).
The above relationship between Toeplitz operators and weighted WienerHopf operators is specially relevant when studying the structure of the C*-algebras generated by such operators. More general symmetries are considered in [20] based on generalized Reinhardt domains [1] , where analogous structure properties of the corresponding C* -algebras are studied.
We also present a general program exploiting a useful technique (already present in the literature for some particular cases, see [11, 4, 19] ) based on groupoids, to investigate the properties of the C*-algebra generated by weighted Wiener-Hopf operators on certain semigroups (that we call cones) of a locally compact second countable Hausdorff group. We construct a groupoid S? so that the Wiener-Hopf C*-algebra associated with the cone T and weight function co is a natural subalgebra of C*ed(^).
The groupoid approach to study C*-algebras was formally introduced in [ 16] , and is very helpful in finding decomposition series of a C* -algebra in terms of various reductions of the groupoid. Our final task is to suggest, under mild assumptions on the measure supported on the closure of the domain Q (what we call well behaved measures), a technique that produces a groupoid & (Q) and that relates such reductions of & to <9Q. In fact, we present a suitable parameterization of the groupoid 3?(Q) that takes into account the boundary geometry of the domain ¡Q. Here is where pseudoconvexity of Q. enters successfully into the picture. This connection was already observed in [19] for the case in which the measure was the volume Lebesgue measure on a bounded complete Reinhardt domain. More recently, extensions of the results of [19] were announced in [3] , for the case of well behaved radial measures supported on the same kind of domains.
The organization of the paper is as follows: in §2, we introduce some terminology and consider the case of pseudoconvex Reinhardt bounded (connected) domains Q. As an important typical example, we discuss the generalized Hartogs wedge. Then, under a natural assumption on the Reinhardt measure p supported on a more general domain Q, we prove that the structure of the corresponding Toeplitz C* -algebra over Q depends only on the boundary geometry of £2, and we extend to arbitrary pseudoconvex Reinhardt domains Í2 ç C2 , results obtained in [19, 22] . Some of these results are also extended to subsets of C" . In §3, we present the case of pseudoconvex tube domains ¡Q. We conjecture that this corresponding Wiener-Hopf C*-algebra is always type I. A positive answer to this conjecture would extend the result for unweighted Wiener-Hopf C*-algebras on polyhedral cones obtained in [11] . Finally, in §4, we describe a general procedure for studying the C*-algebra generated by weighted Wiener-Hopf operators on a cone T of a second countable locally compact Hausdorff group G, where the weight function is a quasidecreasing strictly positive Borel function on Y. We apply these techniques to the case in which G is the dual of a connected locally compact abelian Lie group, i.e., a group of the form Zm x R" (see [6, Appendix B25] ). Here is where pseudoconvex Reinhardt-tube domains enter in our discussion. With these types of domains, we unify the results obtained in [4, 11, 19] .
Pseudoconvex Reinhardt domains
Throughout this section, Q will denote a bounded pseudoconvex Reinhardt (connected) domain. We recall that fi is called a Reinhardt domain (see [7, §2.4, and 15] ) when given any two «-tuples z = (zx, ... , z") e Q. and / = (tx, ... , t") e T", the n-tuple (txzx, ... , tnz") is in ¡Q. The domain Q. is pseudoconvex (or a domain of holomorphy) when it is logarithmically convex, i.e., when the domain Log(Q+) = {x = (xx, ... , x") e R": Exp(x) = (ex', ... , ex") e Q}, is convex in R" , where Q+ = Í2 n R" . A Reinhardt domain Q is called complete if given z e Q, the whole polydisk with center at the origin and multiradius (|z-|, ... , |z"|) is contained in Cl. A pseudoconvex Reinhardt domain Q contains the origin if and only if it is complete. We present below the example of the generalized Hartogs wedge which is a pseudoconvex Reinhardt domain that contains the origin in its boundary (and therefore is not complete).
We let B2(£l) denote the Bergman space (of holomorphic functions) in L2(Q) which is the standard Hubert space of square-integrable functions on Cl with respect to volume Lebesgue measure dV.
The unital C*-algebra C*(TZ) generated by the «-tuple Tz, where Z = (Z-, ... , Z") is the «-tuple of coordinate functions Zj : Q -► C, 1 < j < n, acting on B2(il) coincides with the C*-algebra generated by Toeplitz operators 7¿ with continuous symbol 4> on Q (this is an immediate consequence of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem and the compactness of Q).
One of the important features of Reinhardt domains is that the set (1) {Z" = (z?,...,z?)eL2(Q)} constitutes an orthogonal basis for B2(Q). We denote by Ba by the set of multi-indices corresponding to the above basis 1. Let (2) r£2 = {//eZ":Z^e//00(Q)}.
It is obvious that Tq ç Ba and that Bq is an invariant subset of Z" under translations by elements of ra . From (2), it follows that, for each p e Tci, the Toeplitz operator Tz? is bounded on B2(Q) and can be expressed as a weighted shift operator on the orthonormal basis given by (3) El/(z) = -^-veBn, zea, \\^ II with weight sequence (4) wß(v) = \\Z^v\\l\\Zv\\, pe Ta, ueBn.
In studying the spectral and C* -algebraic properties of Tz , it is obviously enough to assume, after a suitable scaîe dilation (a diagonal expansion and/or contraction), that £2 is contained in the unit polydisk D" , and that Q+ n9Dî s maximal. Geometrically, this condition means that the closure of the convex set Log(Q+) touches (perhaps tangentially) all the coordinate hyperplanes of the negative orthant R" . We make this normalizing assumption throughout the rest of the present section. Observe that we then have Z!\. ç Tq . Moreover, there are certain geometrical properties related to Bc¡ and ra that will become apparent once we introduce the following terminology: let Obviously, Bçi = B'ü n Z" , and To. = T'a n Z" . Proof. The fact that Y'a is a convex cone whose closure is solid is an immediate consequence of the definition. Suppose that p and a are in B'n , and let a > 0, b > 0 be such that a + b = 1. Then, by Holder's inequality, we have í \z2aP+2ba\dV(z) = (2n)" [ r2a"r2barndVir) Ja Jíi+
Given a set A ç R" such that the origin is not in the interior of the convex hull conv(yl), let con(^) be the cone in R" generated by A. Also, let A be the dual cone of A, i.e., (5) A={xeR":(x,y)>0, WyeA}.
Observe that A = con(^i). It is now easy to check that (*) x e Log(£2+) «■ kx e Log(i2+), fc=l,2,..., if and only if _ (6) r^ = (^LoïivT).
Furthermore, condition (*) is also equivalent to the following:
con(Log(Q+)) is a cone that contains no lines, and all the (half)rays in the boundary of con(Log(i2+)) are tangent to Log(Q+) at oo.
Thus, condition (*) is satisfied when Q is a complete (normalized pseudoconvex) Reinhardt domain. In this case, {z e C" : \~["=i zy = 0} ç Q, and Tn = Z" . On the other hand, a Reinhardt domain Í2 such that Log(Q+) is bounded does not satisfy (*). In this case Qn {z e C" : ¡TLi zj = 0} = 0 and To. -Z". Lemma 2.2. Let 1 denote the multi-index 1 = (1, ... , 1), and assume that condition (*) is satisfied. Then, 1 + B'acT'n. Proof. Assume that p e B'a. Then ||Z12 = (2n)" ( r2Pr"dV(r) Ja+ = (2n)n f e2(P+l'x^dV(x)<oo.
•'Log(£i+)
If (p + 1, y) > 0 for some y e Log(fl+), then the same property holds for every vector in a (small) open cone C symmetric around y . This implies that f e2^+1'x}dV(x) = oo, JCnLog(Q+) which contradicts p e B'a. We deduce that p + 1 e (-Log(Q+)). From condition (*), we conclude that p + 1 e T'n , as desired. □
We shall see below a simple example where the inclusion in the above lemma becomes an equality. Such an inclusion together with the obvious inclusion r'a ç B'n implies that Va is the largest cone in Z" for which Bq is an invariant set. co(v) = 0, veZ"\Ba, is a nonnegative function whose support is Bq and satisfies (7) supÛ?(^'/)=C(Ai)<oo, V/zeTcj.
Furthermore, if Q satisfies condition (*), then dp) = 1, \/p e rn (in other words, co is decreasing on Ba with respect to the partial order induced by Fa).
Proof. The first estimate is a consequence of the definitions of Te. (see (2) ) and Bçi, where Ç(p) = \\Zß\\00, p e Tçi. Now, if ¡Q satisfies condition (*), it follows, from the proof of the previous lemma, that HZ^Hoo = 1, /¡eTo. This completes the proof of the last assertion. D Cip) = 0, piTçt.
It readily follows that /' (C) is actually a Banach algebra under (standard) convolution. Indeed, first observe that C has the following submultiplicative property (8) C(/*)<ÍWÍ(/*-A), Vp,X,p-Xera.
To prove this, we recall that
Therefore, for every X e Tçi, v -p e Te., we have co(X + v -p)fco(v -p) < Ç(X). Also, if v -p e Bçi, p, X, p -X e Ta (so that v e Bq) , we have co(v)/co(X + v -p) < Ç(p -X). Thus, by dividing and multiplying by co(X + v -p), p, X, p-XeTçi, v -pe Bei on the right-hand side of (9), we obtain [23] , we can regard the operators Tz» as either weighted shifts on a standard /2-space, or unweighted shifts on a weighted l2-space. This latter point of view is the most suitable to define more general Wiener-Hopf operators.
Given <j> e lx(Q , (so that supp(</5) ç Ya) we define the Wiener-Hopf operator W$ , with symbol <¡>, on l2(co), by (10) (rV¿g)(p) = <f>*g(v) = Y<l>(P)g(v -P)> v (11) gel2(co), ueBa-
In other words, W^ is defined as the unweighted convolution on l2(co). (Note that l2(co) can be considered as a space of functions supported on Bn.) It is straightforward to check that W^ is a bounded operator. Indeed,
<\\ñlt\\g\\L»-If (¡)ß denotes the sequence which is the Dirac mass at p e Y a , then (pßelx(Q , and it is immediate that W^ coincides with the unweighted forward shift Sß , defined on l2(co), by
In other words, W^, is unitarily equivalent to TZß, p e Ya. It is natural then to define the weighted Wiener-Hopf C*-algebra W(co) as the C*-algebra generated by W$, (¡> e /'(C)-When the weight function co is constant, i.e., the (unweighted) standard case, W(co) coincides with the usual definition (in this case W$ can be defined for any <f> in lx(Z")). This is the C*-algebra considered in [13] . (d) If co is computed using the norm in B2(Q.) as above, then it follows from our previous discussion, W(co) is unitarily equivalent to the Toeplitz C*-algebra C*({TZ»: p e Ya}), so that C*(TZ) is unitarily equivalent to a natural subalgebra of W(co).
Our next step in trying to describe the structure of C*(TZ) is to associate to co an appropriate groupoid 9 so that W(co) becomes a natural subalgebra of Cfed(S?) (which, in this case, is isomorphic to C*(3?)). By finding a convenient dissection of & we will then be able to find a decomposition (groupoid-C*-algebra) series for W(co). We illustrate our procedure with an important example. (a) The definition. Given 0 < ß < a < oc , let na,ß = {(z, w) eC2: \z\a <\w\ <\z\p , \w\< 1}.
When a = 1 , ß -0, we obtain the classical Hartogs wedge (or triangle, see [9] ). 
Thus, B'aa ß = {peR2: 1 + px + a(l + p2) > 0, 1 + px +/J(1 + p2) > 0} and T^ = {a e R2 : ox + ao2 > 0, ax + ßa2 > 0}, and hence Y'n -1 + B'a .
Definition 2.6. Let now Q be an arbitrary pseudoconvex (bounded) Reinhardt domain in C2. We continue using the notation introduced previously. Following the pattern of [4, 19] , let si be the C*-subalgebra of /°°(Z2) generated by right Z2-translates Tr of the functions
These functions are well defined because supp(w(¿u + -))Csupp(tu(0), VpeYa.
(Notice that (13) extends to Z2 the weight sequences defined in (4).) Let X be the maximal ideal space of sf . Also, let t : Z21-> X be the map induced by evaluation, i.e.,
TiX)iTrßwv) = wvip + k), (15) X,peZ2, ueYa-(Then Ran(r) is dense in X , and there is a natural action of Z2 on X.) We let X+ be the closure of x(Ya), and we let S be the groupoid obtained by reducing the transformation group X xZ2 (with the canonical left Haar-systems) to X+ , i.e.
(16) 2? = iXxZ2)\x+.
Remark 2.7. It is easy to see that 3? ç C*(&) (see Remark 2.10 below). In fact, 3? is *-isomorphic to the C* -algebra of the reduction groupoid %(rn) • Thus, to study C*(f §), we need only consider C*[(X x Z2)\dX+] • where dX+ = X+\r(rrj). Before we proceed now, we need to introduce a compactification of R2 implicitly used in [19] . This is a regular compactification of R2 in the sense of [11] . As we shall see in the next lemma, x is injective on Ya so that X+ is a regular compactification of Ya ■ We shall also see that C*($?) is *-isomorphic to the C*-algebra generated by the unweighted forward shifts on l2iBa) and the multiplication operators by io", v e Ya (see Remark 2.10 below). This will not make use of the hypothesis that Tz is jointly bounded below (as was done in [4, Theorem 2.5]).
Lemma 2.9. The map x\r¡1 is injective and extends to a continuous surjection x: Y+»X+.
Proof. We recall that the square of wvip): v e Ya, p e Ba is the 2i/th momentum of the regular Borel probability measure on Q+ given by dmip)ir) = r2("+1)a'(Log(r)) fQ+rW)diLogir))-On the logarithmic domain, the above measures have the following expression e2{p+l,x) ¿x (17) Log(dm(p))(x) /,Log(ii+ e2(p+l,x)c¡x-From (15) and (17), it is clear that x is injective on To., and the first assertion follows. We next define the extension x. Observe that dY+ = Y+\Ya = {iu,y)edR2:ueTnTa-, (y, uL) e {(Ya, u±)}}.
Let iu, y) e 8Y+ . Then there exists {Xk} C Ya, such that (w, y) = lim/lfc in 7+ . This means that limAfc/||Ajt|| = u and lim(A¿. , u^u1-= y. A very similar argument to the one given in [19, Proposition 3.2] , proves that the sequence of measures Log(dmiX^)) converges *-weakly to a limit Logidmiu, y)) that depends only on («, y). Indeed, let Fu be the face of the convex set C = Log(i2+) determined by u as the outer normal of C at points of Fu. If Fu is reduced to a point P e dC (i.e., P is an extreme point of C), then Log(dm{u,y)) is the Dirac mass at P, and hence it does not depend on y.
Of course, in this case, there may be more than one u that corresponds to the same limit (for example, if F is a sharp vertex of C). If Fu is one-dimensional but y -±ooM-1, then again Logidmiu, y)) is the Dirac mass at P, where P is one of the extreme points of Fu . If we orient dC positively, then, as we travel throughout dC in the positive direction, P is the first extreme point F_ of Fu if y = -oou1-, and it is the second extreme point P+ if y = oou1. If |j>| < oo, then (15) that, if either Fu is an extreme point P of C = Log(Q+), or if Fu is one-dimensional but \y\ = oo (so that (m , y) also corresponds to an extreme point P of C), then (f (u, y))iTrß w") = Exp((i/, P)) for every y e Ru^~ and every peZ2. On the other hand, if Fu is one-dimensional and \y\ < oo, then for u eYa, peZ2 , (y + p + v + 1, u-1) 0 , and (y + p, u^) is the closure of the projection of Y a onto Ru1-, we have
where F+ and F_ are the extreme points of F" as above. From (18) we see that x is continuous (see the proof of [19, Lemma 3.3] ). In order to prove surjectivity, let x e dX+ = X+\x(Ya). Then there exists {X^} ç Ya such that lim i(Ajt) = x. By dropping to a subsequence, if necessary, we can assume that lim ||Afc|| = oo, lim-rr^~-= u, lim(Xk , u^-)u^ = y, VkW for some u e T, ye Ru1. But, then f(w, y) = x, as desired. D Remark 2.10. (a) Now we turn our attention to groupoid C*-algebras. It follows readily that the transformation group C*-algebra C*(IxZ2) is isomorphic to the C*-algebra generated by the translation (bilateral shift) operators {Vß: p e Z2}, and the diagonal operators of weight sequence {wv: u eYa} (of (13), all acting on ^(/2(Z2)).
(b) Let Uv be the unilateral shift consisting of the restriction to J?(/2(5r.)) of Vv,vç.Ya ■ Also, let Dv be the diagonal operator on ^(/2(5rj)) with weight sequence given by (4) , v e Ya . It follows easily that C*edi2?) is isomorphic to the C*-algebra generated by {(£/" , Dv): v e Ya) . Notice that Cr;d(^) C *i&) in our case, because 2? is amenable [11, §2] . Therefore, since Wj,v = \JVDV ~Sv~Tz", v eYa, we conclude that Wico) is isomorphic to a natural subalgebra of C*(f §), namely C*i{UvDv : v e Ya}) » (c) Assume now that Q ç C", and let U+ be the «-tuple of shifts <7" where v runs through the « multi-indices in Z" of modulus 1 (i.e., corresponding to shifting in each coordinate). We claim that C*iU+) = C*i{U": v e Y a}) ■ Since Z" ç Ya, in order to prove this claim it is enough to show that U" e C*(Í7+) for a given v eYa-Let k ,X eZ\, such that v = k -X. Then, we have UxUv = Ux+v = UK. But, Ux is an isometry (because Ba is invariant under translations of elements in Ya), so vv = v¡uK = iu*+fvi, we deduce that Tz = U+D+ (the product here is componentwise) is the polar decomposition of Tz . Therefore, C*(FZ) is also isomorphic to a natural subalgebra of C*i&).
In order to describe a good parameterization of the groupoid 2? that allows us to perform surgery on X+ , we shall define a compact Hausdorff space Z+ (which is naturally related to the geometry of d Log(fl+)) and a map q : d Y+ = l+\rh -► Z+ such that x is constant exactly where a is constant, so that the map x : Z+ -> dX+ induced by f is covariant and injective, i.e., a covariant homeomorphism. Thus, our candidate for the set Z+ is the disjoint union of the vertex V of the cone Log(¡Q+), and the closure of the projections of Ya onto Rw^ (i.e., [0, oo)m¿-if a is irrational), and onto Ruj-R (i.e., (-oo, 0]wi if ß is irrational). Let J*" be the commutator ideal of C*(^). Then we have C*iS?\{v})^C*iS?)IScCiT2),
where J^ and J^ --^ aregroupoid C*-algebras described as follows. Given a real number y , let Sf be the closure in R of the subgroup {m + yn: {m, n) e Z2} (so that if y is irrational, then Sf = R). Also, let Sf&Z2 and ^®,,Z2 be the transformation group spaces obtained by the actions of Z2 on Sf defined by (x, m, n) -> x -m -yn and (x, m, n) -> x + m + yn , respectively. Let
then J^, and J^ are the C* -algebras associated with the groupoids %?a and 2?$ , respectively. If either a or ß is irrational, then C*i^) is not of type I. We will see in just a moment that the same conclusion holds for the C*-subalgebras Wico) and C*(7z). First observe that an easy manipulation with weights shows that the diagonal positive operators Dv and D+j (i.e., the absolute values of the operators TZv and TZj) are bounded below, v e Yaa t, 1 <j < n . This readily implies that Wico) = C*i&) ~ C*(FZ).
Definition 2.12. Given Q ç C2, let C be the (open) convex set C = Log(Q+), and let F(C) be the set of all open faces in dC. Here, we include in F(C) a possible F that is a virtual face of C, i.e., F is tangent to dC at oo (see [19, §3] ). We let Z+ be the set of pairs (F, z) where F e F(C) and z is an element of the affine space [F ] generated by F, which is an appropriate translate of the projection of Ya onto R«-1 if F = Fu is one-dimensional, and z = 0. If F is zero-dimensional (i.e., an extreme point), let a: dY+ -» Z+ be the surjective map defined by a(M, y) = (F", cu + (y, u^u-1), where F" is the face in dC determined by u (as an exterior normal), and c = supxeCiu, x). where dmp is the ilinear) Lebesgue measure on F = Fu, and P+ and P-are the extremes points of Fu. Proof. The fact that f is constant on the level sets of a follows immediately from the definition of Z+ and formula (18) of the proof of Lemma 2.9. Since f = x o q, the continuity of f is a consequence of the continuity of a and f. Thus, in order to complete the proof, it clearly suffices to show that f is bijective and covariant. But, the fact that f is injective follows from a periodicity argument very similar to the one given in the proof of [19, Lemma 3.6 ]. Since f is surjective, by Lemma 2.9, f is also surjective. Finally, since f and a are obviously covariant, it follows that f is covariant. D Theorem 2.14. Let %? be the groupoid constructed from the reduction of X x Z2 to X+, as above. Further, let J7' be the commutator ideal in C*i¡?). Then 3Í C J, l^C*iS?ldX+), ^ÍUc(Extreme(Q)), =^0C*(F), F where the above direct sum runs over all the one-dimensional faces F ê "(Log(Q+)) and Extreme(Q) is the closure of Í2 of the subset of Q whose positive part is the image under the exponential map of the set of extreme points of Log(Q+), and C*iF) is the groupoid C*-algebra defined as follows. Let u -(»i, u2) e T such that F = Fu, and let u-1 = i-u2, «■). Also, let ^ be the closure in R of (Z2, ux) = {-uxu2 + u2ux: v = (i/i, v2) eZ2}, and let ^xZ2 be the transformation group induced by the action (y, m, n) -> y + ««i -mu2. Then C*iF) is the C*-algebra of the groupoid obtained by reducing y xZ2 to the closure of the projection of Y a onto y i.e., to (Ya, wx>-iNotice that this projection coincides with ^ unless that F is a virtual face.) Proof. The proof uses Lemma 2.9, Proposition 2.13, and the same argument as [19, Theorem 4.3] . D
The following theorem can be proved using the same techniques.
Theorem 2.15. Let il be a ibounded) pseudoconvex Reinhardt domain in C" , and assume that dQ, contains no analytic disk, i.e., <9Q = Extreme(iî). Then 3? coincides with the commutator ideal f of C*il, Tz), and C*(l, Tz)jlf C (öQ).
Remark 2.16. (a) Throughout the rest of this section, Q will be a (bounded) pseudoconvex Reinhardt domain in C" (where « is arbitrary), and we let p be a Reinhardt regular Borel positive finite measure on ß, i.e., p = X x 6 , where X is a regular Borel positive finite measure whose support is contained in Q+ , and 6 is the standard normalized Haar measure on T^ . Also, let 52(Q, p.) and H2iQ, p) be the subspace of holomorphic functions on Q which are in L2ip) and the closure in L2ip) of /7°°(Q), respectively. When p is the volume Lebesgue measure on Q, there is little difference between the spectral and C*-algebraic properties of Tz acting on either 52(£2, p) or H2(Cl, p). As in the case of the Lebesgue measure, a standard basis for 7/2(Q, p) on which {T¿: v eYa} can be expressed as a weighted shift is given by eviz) = zvl\\zv\\, veYaIf ¡Q satisfies condition (*) (see Lemma 2.2), then the C*-algebras generated by the canonical «-tuples Tz acting on both spaces are *-isomorphic. However, when p is allowed to have holomorphic functions in 52(Q, p) which have arbitrary growth near some points of 9Q, then the corresponding weighted Wiener-Hopf C*-algebras might be quite different. For example, let p be the measure on the Hartogs wedge Q, = Qa^ß , 0 < a < ß , given by p = ô,x >») x 6 , where ¿(i,i) is the Dirac measure at (1, 1). Since Zv is holomorphic on Q and belongs to L2ip), for every v e Z2, it follows that 52(Q, p) = L2ip) = L2(T2), and the corresponding Wiener-Hopf C* -algebra is unitarily equivalent to C(T2). On the other hand, H2iQ, p) is the space of holomorphic functions with Fourier coefficients supported on Yaa ß, and the corresponding Wiener-Hopf C*-algebra is the standard (unweighted) Wiener-Hopf C*-algebra on Yaa ß (see for example [13] ). Thus, in considering the general case of Reinhardt measures p on ¡Q, in order to take into account the geometry of dQ,, we can either impose some restrictions on p including the condition that dQ ç supp(/x) or we can study Tz only on H2iQ, p). This latter alternative choice is what we shall make in the sequel. (b) As in the case when p is the Lebesgue measure on Q, it follows that the Toeplitz C*-algebra C*i{T%: v e Ya}), acting on H2iQ, p), is *-isomorphic to the Wiener-Hopf C*-algebra W~iY, co) acting on /2(T, co), where Y = Ya, coiv) = ||z"||2,//, v e Y, and l2(Y, co) is the Hubert space of square-summable sequences with weight function co supported on Y. Further, under some reasonable hypotheses on p, there is a natural groupoid ê?i£l) associated with (T, co) that can be parameterized in terms of dQ., just as we saw previously in the case when p is the volume Lebesgue measure and « = 2. Also, we shall see that 3? ç W(Y, co), and W(Y, co)j3t is *-isomorphic to a canonical subalgebra of C*tiiS?iQ)) = C*(^(Q)) and a natural decomposition series of this latter algebra can be computed using such a parameterization.
The following theorem gives a more explicit relation between weighted WienerHopf operators in WiY, co), and Toeplitz operators in C*i{T" : v e Y}) acting on /72(¡Q, p). This result can be considered as a generalization of the classical Berger's Theorem on subnormal weighted shifts. Notice that the forward shifts in the statement of part (a) are not forward shift in the conventional sense, but rather they are forward shift in the direction of the cone Y. We must impose further restrictions to {aa}, by asking that for every x = ¿Zßcj-bßfß m ^(r, co), the representation TX = Y a" Wa S bßfß = Yl a«bßfa+ß , aer ^er a,ß€r,a+ßer be valid. In any case, since Wv e {s}', Vi/ e Y, it follows that {s}' is abelian, establishing our claim. As an immediate consequence we see that the vector fo is cyclic for {s}" (= {s}'). We can assume, without loss of generality, that Tv: v e Y is minimal in the sense that e § is cyclic for the *-algebra generated by {Tv: v e Y} on SV. In view of the above remark, {Tu: v e T} ç {t}" , and hence eo is cyclic for {t}" (= {t}') on Sí?. The positive linear functional on C(cr(t)) defined by g >-► (g(t)en » -?o) induces a regular Borel positive finite measure p with compact support in C" , namely supp(/z) = <r(t). The map g ^> g(t) extends to a ^-isomorphism from L°°(p) onto {t}'. This isomorphism is implemented by the unitary transformation V: L2(p) i-> Si? defined on the dense subset C(a(t)) by g h g(t)fo. It easily follows that V{t}'V* = L°°(p), and that WV* is the operator multiplication by Z" on L2(p). In particular, Z" e L°°(p), Vz/ e Y. Since s is unitarily equivalent to ¿s = (£ • W[i] , ... , £" rV[nX) for every £ in the «th torus T" , we deduce that supp(//) is also invariant under the action of T", i.e., p is a Reinhardt measure. Thus, we can write p as p = X x 6, where X is a regular Borel positive finite measure with compact support in R£ , and 6 is the normalized Haar measure on T" . Therefore, this forces Rv e L°°(X), for every v e Y. We also have (co(u))2\\Wuf0\\2 = \\TVM\2 = ||Z12 = j(r»)2dX(r). 
Log(supp(A)) and the cone -(T).
(b) In view of Theorem 2.17, we now define first the Wiener-Hopf C*-algebra on a pointed cone Y 2 Z" (i.e., Y n -Y = {0}) with a quasidecreasing weight function co supported on Y, as the C* -algebra generated by the unweighted convolution operators W^g = 4> * g, for 4> e lxiQ, and g e l2(Y, co) (see the remarks following Lemma 2.3). This is then *-isomorphic to the Toeplitz C*-algebra generated by {Fz*: v e Y} acting on H2iQ, p), where Q and p are obtained from Y and co, according to part (a) of the above remark.
(c) Given a Reinhardt regular Borel positive finite measure p and a pseudoconvex domain Q such that supp(//) ç Q C C", let X be the positive part in the polar decomposition of p, i.e., p = Xx 6, where supp(A) ç Q+ . Also, for each v e Y a (see (2) ) let dmxiv) be the regular Borel probability measure defined by t,Q^ a , \ Vv\2dXjr) (19) dmÁv) = JWdW)-
We will impose the condition on p that the map dmx from Y a to the spacê (Q+) of regular Borel probability measures on Q+ (which is u>*-compact) can be extended continuously to the closure of Ya in an appropriate regular compactification of R" . This is the natural generalization of the compactification of R2 introduced earlier. We shall further ask that such a measure-valued map can be factored through a compact space defined in terms of dQ. These assumptions will allow us to produce the parameterized groupoid needed to study the Toeplitz C*-algebra of part (b) of the present remark.
Definition 2.19. Let Y be the set of all triples iP,y,âê), where P is the orthogonal projection onto a subspace of R", ye Ran(F), and 33 is an ordered orthonormal basis for Ran(F)x . Given xeR", and an orthonormal set sf -iux, ... , um), we say that x is in an e-neighborhood of sf at infinity, and we write x e N£°(s/ [(x(P,y,33))(TTßw")]2 = Jr2»(dm~x(P,y + Pp,^))(r).
It is easy to see that x is continuous (because of (**)). Also, t = x is injective on Ya ■ Indeed, assume that t(jc) = t(i) for some t, k e Ya ■ This means that Proof. We first observe that the closure of -Log(fi+) in Y\R" coincides with Tq\R" . Since q is obviously surjective (as observed above) and commutes with the action of Z", it induces an injective *-homomorphism at the C* -algebra level. Further, since q~x(Z+) = dY+ , q induces a *-monomorphism between the corresponding reduced groupoid C* -algebras. D Definition 2.23. Given a Reinhardt regular Borel positive finite measure p supported in the closure of a bounded pseudoconvex Reinhardt domain Q, as above, we say that p is well behaved if condition (**) holds, and the following condition is satisfied:
The map dmx: 97+h» 3°(dQ) factors through Z+ to a con-(* * *) tinuous map dmx: Z+ i-> 3d(dQ), via the map a: dY+ ^ Z+ , so that sapp(dmx(F, z)) ç Exp(F), for every (F, z) e Z+ .
Theorem 2.24. Let Q, p be as above, and assume that p is well behaved and that Q is normalized and satisfies condition (*), i.e., Z" n -Log(Q+) = YaThen, via q, x induces a covariant homeomorphism x: Z(Q) >-> dX, where dX = X\x(Z"), so that C*(dX x Z") is ^-isomorphic to C*(Z(Q) x Z"). In fact, the map x is given by (x(F, z))(Trßw") = Jr2v(dr^x(F, z + P[F]p))(r). Proof. The proof that x is surjective is similar to that of Lemma 2.9. Indeed, let x e dX. Then there exists {uk} ç Ya and peZ" such that x(p+vk) -> x . Without loss of generality, we can assume that \\vk\\ -> oo . Thus, we can drop to a subsequence, and suppose that vk -> (P, y, 33) e dY+. Let(F, z) = q(P,y,33). It follows that x = lim x(p + vk) = x(P, y + Pp, 33) = x(F, z + P[F]p).
In order to prove injectivity, let (F, z), (G, w) e Z(Q), such that x(F, z) = x(G,w). We claim that F -G. Since Q satisfies condition (*), and dmx(F, z) -dmx(G, w) is orthogonal to R2v, Vi/ e Ya, we deduce that dm' = dmx(F, z) = dmx(G, w). By condition (***), supp(ûfm') ç F n G. For each v e Y a , let fv : Z" h-> R+ and g" : Z" h-> R+ , be defined by
Our assumption that x(F, z) = x(G, w) is equivalent to fv = gv , W e Y a ■ In particular, for every v e Y a • we have
This implies that F = G, as desired. Let {uk}, {pk} be sequences in Z" such that P[F]Vk -> (F, z) and P[F]Pk -* (F, w). By continuity, we then have:
= f (F, w + (z -w)) = f (F, z). Therefore, we also have í(F, z + «i(z -w)) = î(F, z), for every m e Z+. If z -k; -^ 0, we can find a strictly increasing sequence {«?*;} ç Z+ such that (F, z + mkiz -w)) ->(//, y) e Z+ , so that dim(//") < dim(F). Taking limits again, we see that f (F, z) = t(/F, y). Reasoning as above, we then have F = H which is impossible. Therefore, we proved that f is injective. is finite then p is well behaved (we point out that these kind of domains are tamed). As observed in [12] , closed solid convex subsets in R2 are always tame, so if Q is a normalized Reinhardt domain in C2, then Log(Q+) is tamed; the results of §2 show precisely that the Lebesgue measure on Q is well behaved. In [20] , more general examples of well-behaved measures are presented.
(c) From Theorem 2.24, we see that the study of C*(FZ) acting on H2iQ, p), where p is well behaved supported on Q, and Q is a (bounded) normalized pseudoconvex Reinhardt domain satisfying condition (*), is reduced to the study of C* i&iQ)), which is a purely geometrical object. Letting ^(fi) be the groupoid obtained by reducing .f (Q) to ^(Q), 0 < k < n , it is easy to see that C*(^(Q)) has a decomposition series of length «, where the quotient of the kth ideal by the k -1th ideal is *-isomorphic to C*(^.(Q)). On the other hand, C*(^(Q)) can be analyzed in terms of foliation C* -algebras associated with the open A:th dimensional faces of d Log(i2+), just as in the case « = 2 discussed above.
(d) Using parts (a) and (b) above, we can give a rather elegant positive solution of the index problem presented in [13] for the general case of the (unweighted) Wiener-Hopf C* -algebra over a pointed polyhedral cone Y, such that Z+ ç T ç ZN . Indeed, let Q be the (pseudoconvex) Reinhardt domain defined by the condition Log(Q+) = -f. Then, by [19, Theorem 1.3] , given any point w eQ, the «-tuple Tz -w is Fredholm and has index (-1)" . This is equivalent to the assertion that the 2n~x x2"~x operator matrix Tz -w associated with Tz -w according to [2] has the same index. For example, for « = 2, Tz -w is the 2x2 matrix rZl -wx tZ2 -w2 \ -(TZl-w2)* (TZl-wx)*J ■ Since C*(TZ) is unitarily equivalent to a subalgebra of W(Y, co), where co is the weight function induced by the Lebesgue measure on Q, and the weighted and unweighted Wiener-Hopf C*-algebras are *-isomorphic (by (B)), the Ktheoretical index problem posed in [13] has an affirmative answer in this case.
Tube domains
We shall first introduce the notion of weighted Wiener-Hopf operators associated to a pointed solid cone Y ç R" and a quasidecreasing function co supported on Y. We shall base our definition on the model found in the previous section where the group in question was Z" . (Observe that co is decreasing if and only if Ç = xr ■) We let L2(r, co) be the space of all those measurable functions g supported on Y, and such that J\g(t)\2co2(t)dn(t) < oo, where n is the Lebesgue measure on R". Given <f> e LX(Y, {), we define the Wiener-Hopf operator W^ with symbol <f> by (W<kg)(t) = (<t>*g)(t). Thus, W(Y, co) is unitarily equivalent to the C* -algebra generated by integral operators whose kernels are functions of the form çoit)^ " co(s) (c) As in the case of Z" , there is a natural way of producing pairs (Y, co) of the above kind (see below). But first we need to deal with the title of the present section. We recall that íiCC" is called a tube domain if it is a domain of the form Q = {z e C": Re(z) e C}, where C CR" . By [7] , Q is pseudoconvex if and only if C = Re(Q) is convex. The image of a tube domain Q under the exponential map Exp(£2) is a Reinhardt domain. Of course, Exp(Q) is pseudoconvex if and only if Q is pseudoconvex. Definition 3.3. Let Q be a tube domain such that Exp(-iî) is bounded. A tube measure p on Q is a measure of the form p = Xxn, where n is the Lebesgue measure on iR", and A is a regular Borel positive finite measure supported on Re(fl). Let H2(Q, p) be the closure in L2(Q, p) of H°°iQ) nL2(Q, p). Let rçR" be the (convex) cone {x e R": Exp(-(x, .)) e L°°(Q)} and let co: R" ->R+ be defined by co2' \t)= j e~2{t's)dX(s), teY, co(t) = 0, t<£Y, so that supp(<y) ç r.
Notice that we can substitute Re(Q) in the above definition by conv(Re(Q) u f ).
The following lemma establishes the connection between Toeplitz operators on H2(Q, p) and Wiener-Hopf operators on L2(Y, co). It is somewhat standard, but since we could not find it in its present form within the existing literature, we include it here for completeness. Definition 3.6. Throughout the rest of this section, we shall assume that p = A x n is a tube measure according to Definition 3.3, and that Y and co are defined as in Definition 3.3. We shall also suppose that Q is pseudoconvex. Notice that the condition "Exp(-Q) bounded" implies that r= (J x + Re(QJ. Observe that the functions fr<(¡, are supported on Y. Also, we let X be the maximal ideal space of sf , and we let x : R" >-> X, be given by [t(0KTr./r>) = Crr./,.*)(») 7r co(t + u -s)
It follows that R" acts continuously on X . We let X+ = x(Y), and we let S1 be the groupoid (X x W)\X+ ■ We conjecture C*i&) (= C*eá(^)) is of type I.
Reinhardt-tube domains
The above discussion leads naturally to the following more general definition (we point out the unimodularity assumption is not essential and it is introduced here in order to avoid notational complications). The Wiener-Hopf C*-algebra W(Y,co) is the C*-algebra generated by {W$:
4>eLxiY,Q}.
Remark 4.2. (a) If co -1 we obtain the standard Wiener-Hopf C*-algebra on T first introduced in [11] . As it is customary by now, let X be the spectrum of the abelian C*-subalgebra of L°°iG) generated by right translates of functions of the form:
¿,,(0 = icp*Wr)it) = Jcßis)WritS-X)dXis), (27) <f>eLx(Y,Q, reY, teG, where wr is the bounded Borel function defined, for r e Y, by co(r)xr(rs-x' co(rs~x) Then G acts on X via a natural map (x, t) -> xt. Further, evaluation at points of G yields a mapping x: G >-> X whose range is dense in X. Let X+ = Ran(r), and let 2? be the groupoid S? = (XxG)\X+ = {(x,t)eXxG:xeX+, xteX+},
i.e., 3? is the reduction of the transformation group X x G to X+ . Under mild assumptions, we can sometimes identify W(Y, co) as a natural subalgebra of C*ed(2?). Also, a natural decomposition series of C*ed(S?) can be computed in terms of groupoid C* -algebras associated with the dual faces of Y.
(b) As we have seen in the previous two sections, the general strategy to parameterize S? is to assume that co is the Laplace transform of a regular Borel positive finite measure A supported on a dual convex set C. One then embeds r in a suitable Hausdorff compactification Y of G and imposes the condition that the map dm\: Y' >-> 3°(C) induced by the normalized momenta of A be extendable to a map dmx on the closure Y+ of Y in Y. One then defines a surjection a: dY+ = F+\r -» Z+ where Z+ is constructed employing the boundary geometry of C. One then further requires that dmx factors out through a continuous map dmx'. Z+ >-► dX+ -X+\t(T) . These assumptions allow one to prove that C*ei(S?) is *-isomorphic to the reduced C*-algebra of a groupoid associated with Z+ , which is a purely geometrical object. We give another illustration of this strategy, by considering the dual of a connected abelian locally compact Lie group, i.e., a group of the form 6 = R"xTm, SIX ¡a (C(T ® 3t)) e (Jf ® Co(R)).
(c) Employing an analysis similar to that of the previous two sections, one can introduce the notion of a Reinhardt-tube measure p on a pseudoconvex Reinhardt-tube domain Q ç cm+" . One then defines the cone Ya by In = {(k, s) e Zm x R": |Z*| \e^s-w)\ e L°°(Q)} and considers the weight function co supported on Ya and defined by co(k, t) = J\zk\2e2{t'w) dp(z,w), (k,t)eYa.
One can then study the weighted Wiener-Hopf C*-algebra W(Ya, co) as was done in the previous two sections, via the boundary geometry of Q. When Log x Re(íí) is a tamed convex set, one can produce examples of well behaved Reinhardt-tube measures using, for instance, a suitable normalization of the Lebesgue measure on Q. The resulting classification of WiYa, co) generalizes the results of [4, 11, 19] .
